
Oct 1– 15th 2021.

Certification Program Info Session



FINKA JERKOVIC

• The Trendsetter: Innovation + Prestige

• Program Director + Lead Coach for Fascinate Advisor 
Certification

• Leadership Coach + Facilitator at FINKA 
Communications Inc.

• Creator of Your Brilliant Difference Personal Brand & 
Leadership Program

• Author of Sell From Love + Creator of the Sell From 
Love Academy



If you are looking to…

Grow your business - expand with a new offeringGrow

Start your business - create a compelling offerStart

Get new clients - increase sales and revenuesGet

Offer new solutions to existing clients – increase revenue and build stronger 
relationshipsOffer



Here’s What You Will 
Learn:

 What makes How to Fascinate® different and why it 
matters. 

 What you can expect to learn in the Fascinate Certified 
Advisor Training Program. 

 What current Fascinate Certified Advisors are doing with 
the Fascinate tools in their business.

 How being a Fascinate Certified Advisor will help you 
grow your business.

 Details on the perks and benefits to being a Fascinate 
Certified Advisor and how to register



Fascinate will help you…

1. Be more confident and clear in your brand and 
value

2. Grow your business and make more money

3. Create breakthroughs for your clients

4. Help clients build their brand and market presence

5. Improve communication, team building/ 
effectiveness



The Fascinate Certified 
Advisor Program is ideal for:

• Coaches and Consultants

• Group coaches, Trainers, Facilitator’s

• Speakers, Authors

• Brand and Marketing experts

• Corporate Leaders

• HR and Learning Managers inside organizations



FCA Program ideal if your 
focus is to solve problems 
for…

• Personal branding

• Leadership development and executive presence

• Communication skills

• Team branding

• Team engagement and team building

• Remote working for leadership and teams

• Diversity and inclusion

• Company culture and purpose work



Fascinate Certified Advisor 

Foundation



Fascinate 
Philosophy

1. Different is better than better.

2. Don’t change who you are, become more of who 
you are already.



How to Fascinate™ Foundation



How to Fascinate™ Foundation

 Expertise: Sally Hogshead 

 Research: The Kelton Study (1k+ Americans) 

 Data: 1,000,000+ People

 World Class Clients: Cisco, GE, Intel, AT&T, Twitter

 Media Recognition: #1 Wall Street Journal best seller, #2 NY Times best seller, Oprah top pick.



What makes Fascinate®

Different?   

• Our system is based on branding, rather than psychology. 

• We identify communication patterns, rather than personality 

traits.

• We tell you how the world sees you, rather than how you 

see the world. 

• Instead of focusing on strengths, we uncover how each 

person is different and uniquely suited to excel in a 

“specialty.”

• Instead of fixing people, we highlight what people are 

already doing right. 



PRIMARY ADVANTAGE 

• Your most effective mode of 

communication.

• This is how you naturally connect 

with people.

• You’re more authentic and 

confident.

SECONDARY ADVANTAGE

• Second highest mode of 

communication.

• Does not cost you a lot of effort or 

energy.

• It’s the language you already know 

how to speak.

YOUR FASCINATION ADVANTAGETM is the way in

which your personality is most likely to add distinct value.



The 7 
Advantages



Distinction Map Innovative

Branding

Traditional

Psychology



FCA: Certification Overview



Overall Program Objectives

 Expertly coach, promote, and sell How To 
Fascinate® products

 Grow your business and build your brand with the 
Fascination Advantage® system

 Access and use the How To Fascinate® tools and 
resources



Training Program 
Outcomes

• Focus on YOU and your business

• Identify the value of your brand

• Make stronger first impressions

• Build more powerful relationships

• Increase influence and impact

• Improve communication

• Increase team effectiveness



Program Delivery

• Training is LIVE and INTERACTIVE

• You will practice APPLYING the Fascinate principles 

• All sessions will be recorded and available to you for 
future viewing

• Training to be hosted on Zoom – video preferred



Learning Components + Ongoing 
Support

Prep-work

7 Virtual 
Live 

Training 
Sessions

Build your 
Program 
and BD 

Plan

Post BD 
Training 

Call
FCA Hub

FCA 
Mastermind 

Calls

FCA 
Community 



Here’s what you’ll learn…



Session 1: Intro to Fascinate 

Review an outline of 
the FCA Coaching 
Program objectives 
and expectations.

Learn about 
Fascinate's ICF 

CCE accreditation.

Dive into the 
concept of 

fascination and 
Fascinate theory.

Take a tour through 
the records of 
Fascinate's 

research and history



Session 2: Fascinate System

Explain how the Fascinate 
System works.

Describe the 
characteristics of each 
Fascination Advantage.

Apply the Fascination 
Advantages to real 
client/work situations.

Recognize communication 
“red flags” and how to 
avoid them.



Session 3: Fascinate and YOU

Claim the words to 
describe your distinct 

value.

Create your personal 
brand's tagline using the 

Fascinate Anthem™ 
Method.

Get hands on, practical 
coaching experience 

using Fascinate Anthem 
Brand Builder.



Session 4: Working with Individual 
Clients

Communicate 
effectively using the 
Fascination 
Advantages.

Identify similarities and 
differences between your 
client’s Advantages and 
your own.

Describe how Fascinate® 
supports the client coaching 
process.

Identify four ways to coach a 
client using the Anthem 
Method.



Session 5: Team Coaching

Apply the Fascinate System 
when coaching groups and 
teams.

Discover how building a 
'Heat Map' can visually 
describe a team's 
Advantages.

Understand and analyze 
team advantages, blind 
spots, and opportunities.

Identify how a team is most 
and least likely to solve 
problems, deal with conflict, 
and achieve results.



Session 6: Selling Fascinate

Describe the Fascinate® 
competitive advantages.

Explain the various 
Fascinate product 

offerings.

Learn how to create the 
perfect Fascinate sales 

pitch.



Session 7: Fascinate Tools and 
Resources

Learn how to create 
a Team Heat Map.

Access the FCA 
Toolkit and 
Resources.

Understand how to 
use the Fascinate 
Affiliate tools.

Learn how to 
integrate the How to 
Fascinate ® system 
into your current 
coaching and/or 
training programs.

Construct a 
Fascinate 
program/coaching 
client outline.

Create a 
personalized 
Fascinate business 
development plan.



Learning Schedule



October 2021 – Class Schedule

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

27 28 29 30 1

4 5 6 7 8

11 12 13 14 15

Session 1
Intro to Fascinate

Session 2
Fascinate System

Session 3
Fascinate & YOU

Session 4
Working with 

Individuals

Session 5
Team Coaching

Session 6
Selling Fascinate

Session 7
Fascinate Tools & 

Resources

All classes are held from 3:00 – 6:00pm EDT



FCA Impact Stories



FCA: Jes DeSheids

“The community and support is top notch, the 
system and products are even more beneficial 
than I knew and the possibilities of how to 
integrate Fascinate into my work at are broader 
than I expected. 

The Fascinate Certified Advisor program can help 
to take your consulting or coaching business to 
the next level. 

Incorporating Fascinate into your existing product 
offering can help you differentiate in the highly 
competitive space of consulting. I loved it and 
am thankful I made the time to take it! ”



FCA: Madelyn Ridgeway

“I was blown away by the depth of the training and 
all the resources you get as an FCA to help you be 
successful. 

I'm a master trainer for a national parenting program 
and I've attended a LOT of trainings as an attendee.

This was hands down one of the best experiences I've 
had. When I consider that it was held in a virtual 
environment, it makes it even more "fascinating" that it 
was so well done. 

This is a tremendous tool to have in your toolbox to 
offer your clients or as a benefit in your workplace. It's 
well worth the effort to make it happen.”



FCA: Toi Sweeney

“The value to my business has been a 
game changer. I get to wake up everyday 
and help extraordinary women and men 
build exceptional personal brands. 

I get to help teams level-up by 
understanding that the company is 
composed of individual personalities, and 
that those personalities are shaped by 
understanding the entire team’s 
advantages. 

I am very proud to be a part of such an 
elite team of coaches.”



FCA: Robyn Sayles

“As one of the first people to be certified, I saw it as my 
role to bring Fascinate to the marketplace. I use the 
Fascinate test in many of my projects and 
engagements. 

I plan on teaching many more workshops. It's a great 
tool. The impact on my business has been 
significant and positive.”



Team Advantage –

Sneak Peek



The Team Heat Map
• Identify your team’s communication 

style.

• Predict how you are most (and least) 
likely to solve problems, deal with 
conflict and reach conclusions.

• Identify the hidden patterns in your 
team’s Advantage.

• Know and understand if you have one 
dominant Advantage, or if you’re 
evenly balanced. 

• Identify and know your core specialty, 
or potentially even a disadvantage



5%

Innovatio

n

23%

Prestige

10%

Mystique

15%

Alert

10%

Passion

10%

Power

27%

Trust

Dormant: 

Innovation 40%



Never complacent, you are a high achiever.

Everything about your performance and presentation reflects your attention to detail.

Others have confidence in your stability and high value. They can rely on you to deliver results.

You communicate your ideas with clarity and conviction. Your confident, no-nonsense approach quickly earns the admiration of 

your audience.

You are unfazed by setbacks. You bounce back quickly to keep your team motivated to achieve objectives. They’ll never see 

you lose your cool.

You’re able to persuade clients and critics with your soft-spoken but confident approach. 

Your commitment to high principles reassures customers and gives employees great confidence in your leadership.

You lead by example. Your thoughtful words and considerate actions inspire the team to do its best work.

TEAM ADVANTAGE/BRAND: THE DIPLOMAT (TRUST+ PRESTIGE )

Best in Class + Established + Levelheaded + Capable + Impeccable



Client 
Feedback

• “Well worth the time spent to understand more 
about my strengths, how people see me and how 
I can project my own personal brand.”

• “The biggest take away was to be able to phrase 
and choose the right words that describe my 
value.”

• “Insights on how to verbalize my strengths and 
think about what I bring to the table - and be 
proud of it.”

• “Knowing how I become when I'm at my worst in 
communicating.”

• “Practical approach of branding.”



FCA Program Inclusions



Fascinate Certified 
Advisor Benefits

• 21 hours of intensive virtual certification training

• 40% discount on select Fascinate products

• Exclusive, free access to select Fascinate products

• Sales and training toolkit, affiliate guide and 
marketing support materials

• Access to our mastermind community ($1164 value!)

• Opportunity to earn 21 Core and 21.5 Resource 
Development ICF CCE credits

• Listing on our website



Lifetime Access to FCA 
Training Curriculum

 Access to all FCA training materials in your personal 
How to Fascinate® account under FCA Hub.

 You will have access to video training presentations 
+ breakout activities. 

 FCA Hub will be updated on an ongoing basis with 
the latest FCA training.



Exclusive Access to All Fascinate 
Products



FCA Free Exclusive on 
Team Products

• Your Best Team Ever - $227 value

• Your High Performing Team - $997 value

• Great add on to your keynotes and team training 
events

• Use as a bonus free value add or charge it and make 
100% commission



Monthly Mastermind Calls + Group

Get support ongoing coaching and mentoring how to build Fascinate into your 
businessCoaching

Get help to prepare and create your speaking, training programs and 
workshops

Program 
Development

Get ideas on how to presence, promote and position your business
Business 

Development

Get best practice ideas and mentorship from frequent special guest – Sally 
Hogshead Expert Advice



FCA Exclusive Feature on HowtoFascinate.com



Fascinate Certified 
Advisor Toolkit

 Special marketing/branding material – exclusive for 
Fascinate Certified Advisor’s

 Coaching + Training Program outlines for 1:1 
coaching/consulting  and group training/workshops

 Half-day and full-day Power Point/Keynote 
Presentations for group/team training with program 
evaluations

 Sample ‘Participant Handbook’ for your team training 
events.

 How to Fascinate® training icebreakers, games and 
activities. 

 Sample client proposal, agreement letters, intake 
questionnaires.



Income Potential: 
40% Commission on all Fascinate Products

25 Fascination Tests 5 Ultimate Personal Brand 
Playbook

$47.00 x 40%

----------

$18.80

$18.80 x 25

---------------

$470.00 earnings

$697 x 40%

----------

$278.80

$278.80 x 5

---------------

$1,394.00 earnings



Ultimately 
you will…

• Increase your confidence and find the exact words to 
communicate what makes you and your offering 
unique.

• Be equipped with a dynamic toolkit to grow your 
business and add more value to your client and team 
coaching sessions.

• Understand how to leverage the Fascinate® test and 
team-building system to create “aha” moments for 
client or internal training events.

• Build life-changing workshops on the foundation of a 
premier personal brand-building system.

• Earn up to 42.5 credits toward your International 
Coaching Federation (ICF) Continuing Coach 
Education (CCE) requirement.



FCA Examples



Award-Winning Network + High 
End Speaking Opportunities

“As a longtime advocate of the How to Fascinate system, I was thrilled 
to finally get certified to actually teach it. The classes were thorough, 
the interaction with fellow students was rewarding, and I can already 
see how I can quickly get a return on my investment. As a branding 
expert, this is my go-to assessment. Now I can use it more powerfully 
to serve my clients--both corporate leaders and small business owners. 
I wish I would have done this sooner!

Finka went out of her way to ensure the content was solid for the 
baseline understanding. However, she took it a step further by sharing 
her own personal processes and helped us understand how it could be 
applied in our unique business situations. If she didn't have an answer, 
she found it and got back to us.”

Amber Hurdle, FCA

Author, Speaker, Business Coach



Ideal Training for 
Fortune 500 
Companies
“Today I did a fascinate workshop for 
Nestle Purina. I was terrified but it went 
better than I ever could have imagined. 
Thank you all for answering my posts 
when I have questions. Thank you Finka 
Jerkovic for coaching me. You give me 
amazing support. I still have lots to learn 
but today was a great start.”

Heather Taylor, FCA 



Create Corporate Leadership Presence



Expand your Offering 
and Thought Leadership

“The training really did surpass my 
expectations, which for a The Talent is an 
accomplishment.  Jump in! The water is 
warm, clear and refreshing. If you are 
looking to do work that matters you are in 
the right spot! I’ so excited - I just booked
my first workshop for 50 people next 
month.”

Janet Lee, FCA

The Story Co.

Brand and Marketing Expert and 
Consultant



Add More Value to 
your Offerings

“If you want to use the Fascinate system 
in your business, the FCA training is the 
way to go!”

Andrea Wenburg,

Author, Speaker, Podcaster



Fascinate opens 
doors and  

opportunities!



Diversity, Equity, and 
Inclusion Opportunity

"If I’m not in the room, there 
is a void.“

Fascinate Certified Advisor

C. Michelle Bryan



Workplace Opportunity

• Increase team building and 
engagement

• Improve communication skills

• Develop distance leadership skills

• Elevate emotional intelligence

• Instill company culture and purpose



Ready to Register?



In summary, what you get…
Program Element Value

Seven live, interactive training sessions with hands on practical application of Fascinate $5,000

10 Fascinate Profile tests to get you started immediately $590

Fascinate Training Toolkit – with pre-packaged presentations, activities and agenda’s $2,000

Exclusive access to the FCA Mastermind Community + monthly group mentor calls $1,164

Exclusive access to all Fascinate Products $2,235

How to Fascinate® Premium Vault $10,000

40% commission on all Fascinate Products Unlimited potential

Listing on How to Fascinate® website Unlimited potential

Total VALUE $20,984

Your INVESTMENT $3,995



Payment Options are available!

Option 1

One-time payment $3995

Option 2

Three monthly payments of 

$1,345

Option 3

Six monthly payments of $680



FCA Certification Commitment

To maintain Fascinate® knowledge and FCA 
brand standards.

Get 40 Fascinate Tests = $2,280 value, with 
your annual renewal of $1000.

Renew early to have early access to your 40 
tests.



Ready to Register?

Your INVESTMENT $3,995

https://www.howtofascinate.com/trainingpayment



Next Steps + Important Dates

1. Register now here: 
https://www.howtofascinate.com/trainingpayment

2. Have more questions? Email Finka finka@howtofascinate.com
or book 1:1 call (calendar link in chat)

3. Program starts Friday October 1st

https://www.howtofascinate.com/trainingpayment
mailto:finka@howtofascinate.com


If you want to…

• Grow your business, put yourself ahead and set 
yourself apart.

• Increase sales and offerings with a signature tool to 
support your branding, leadership, communication 
programs

• Get more clients with an easy offer and a foot in the 
door to a group, company or association.

• Inspire and empower others through speaking, training 
and workshops.

• Connect with your clients in a way that helps them 
reach their maximum potential.



TO BECOME MORE 
SUCCESSFUL, DON’T 
CHANGE WHO YOU ARE. 

BECOME MORE 
OF WHO YOU ARE.


